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ABSTRACT 

This article argues that the emperor Macrinus initiated an overhaul of the 
ranks of provincial governors after he came to the throne in 217. He removed 
several of Caracalla’s legates in the Danubian region and in the provinces 
along the eastern frontier, replacing them with his own appointees. This 
interventionist approach to provincial administration was a significant 
departure from the usual practice of emperors retaining their predecessor’s 
governors. It is argued that Macrinus’ break with tradition was motivated by 
the fact that he was the first emperor to be elevated from the ordo equester , 
and wanted to consolidate his position by ensuring that the provinces were 
entrusted to trustworthy legates. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION
1 

 

A Roman emperor seldom dismissed his predecessor’s provincial governors 
upon assuming the purple. There were sometimes purges of prominent or 
potential opponents, as in the case of Hadrian’s execution of four leading 
consulars, or Caracalla’s chilling elimination of Geta’s household.2 On other 
occasions, new emperors chose to reward their supporters with plum pro-
vincial assignments: for instance, it was surely no coincidence that Septimius 
Severus’ brother, P. Septimius Geta, was installed as legate of Dacia in 195.3 
But such appointments were made in good time, and did not usually come at 
the expense of the incumbent governor. The majority of Roman emperors 
were content to retain provincial legates already in office, as demonstrated by 
prosopographical studies of senatorial and equestrian officials.4 This article 

 
1  All dates are AD unless otherwise specified. References in brackets without further 

qualification are to the Roman History of Cassius Dio. The standard edition of his work is 
that of U.P. Boissevain, Cassii Dionis Cocceiani historiarum Romanarum quae supersunt 
(Berlin 1895-1931). The Loeb Classical Library edition prints Boissevain’s text, with some 
slight differences in book numbering. The translations are my own. 

2  Hadrian: A.R. Birley, Hadrian: The Restless Emperor  (London 1997) 87-8. Caracalla: S. 
Sillar, ‘Caracalla and the Senate: The Aftermath of Geta’s Assassination’, Athenaeum 89 
(2001) 407-23. 

3  Birley, Septimius Severus: The African Emperor  (London 1999) 218. 
4  J. Crook, Consilium Principis  (Cambridge 1955) 36. For example, much attention has been 

paid to the limited impact that regime change had on such appointments in the Flavian and 
Antonine periods: K.H. Waters, ‘Traianus Domitiani Continuator’, AJP 90 (1969) 385-405; 
W. Eck, ‘The Emperor and His Advisors’, CAH ! 11.195-213 at 197; J.D. Grainger, Nerva 
and the Roman Succession Crisis of A.D. 96-99  (London 2004) 70-1. These conclusions are 
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will argue that the reign of M. Opellius Macrinus (217-218) marked a 
significant break with this policy, as the emperor deposed a substantial 
number of Caracalla’s governors and replaced them with his own supporters.5 
Some of the details are preserved in the account of the senatorial historian 
Cassius Dio, who was resident in Rome and Asia Minor during Macrinus’ 
reign, but further prosopographical information can be extracted from the 
documentary and numismatic material. Using this wide range of evidence, I 
will demonstrate that Macrinus installed new governors throughout the 
eastern provinces, effectively creating a strategic network that ran from the 
banks of the Danube through Asia Minor and down to the Red Sea. 

The article is divided into four main sections. The first examines the 
literary and documentary evidence for Macrinus’ overhaul of the Danubian 
provinces, which saw the emperor’s supporters appointed to Dacia, Pannonia 
Inferior and Moesia Inferior in place of Caracalla’s governors. The second 
section focuses on the provinces along the eastern frontier, proposing that 
Macrinus made new appointments in Cappadocia, Syria Phoenice and Egypt, 
whilst also winning the allegiance of the incumbent governors in Syria Coele 
and Arabia. In part three, I will examine the emperor’s controversial actions 
regarding the selection of proconsuls of Asia and Africa. The fourth and final 
section will analyse the emperor’s provincial appointments in the context of 
his relationship with the senatorial order, placing special emphasis on the 
testimony of Cassius Dio. The historian’s account contains valuable 
eyewitness details from meetings of the curia in Rome, showing how the 
senate responded to the emperor’s actions.6 In seeking to explain Macrinus’ 
interventionist policies, I will argue that his behaviour was motivated by the 
fact that he was the first emperor to be elevated directly from the ordo 
equester . This made his position particularly vulnerable to challenge from 
senatorial legates, especially those loyal to Caracalla, who could use the 
armies under their command to mount an insurrection. Macrinus therefore 
attempted to create a network of loyal governors who would provide the 
necessary support for his regime.  

 
supported by the detailed studies of Eck, Senatoren von Vespasian bis Hadrian  (Munich 
1970) and G. Alföldy, Konsulat und Senatorenstand unter den Antoninen  (Bonn 1977). For 
the Severan period, see P.M.M. Leunissen, Konsuln und Konsulare in der Zeit von 
Commodus bis Severus Alexander (180-235 n. Chr.) (Amsterdam 1989), who likewise 
emphasises continuity, despite changes in the structure of senatorial careers. 

5  The extent of Macrinus’ innovations has not hitherto been recognised by scholars. F. Millar, 
A Study of Cassius Dio (Oxford 1964) 161-3, discusses Dio’s account of Macrinus’ reign, 
but he does not analyse the emperor’s provincial appointments as part of a larger political 
strategy. R.W.B. Salway, ‘A Fragment of Severan History: The Unusual Career of . . . atus, 
Praetorian Prefect of Elagabalus’, Chiron  27 (1997) 127-53 at 147, argues that there was 
significant continuity between the regimes of Caracalla and Elagabalus. 

6  The majority of Dio’s account of the Severan period has to be reconstructed from excerpts 
preserved by the Byzantine writers Xiphilinus and Zonaras. However, we are fortunate that a 
portion of the original text of the Roman History, covering the reign of Macrinus, has 
survived. The manuscript tradition of Dio’s history is discussed by Millar, Cassius Dio  (n. 5) 
1-4. 
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1.  THE DANUBIAN PROVINCES 

In this first section, I will analyse Macrinus’ installation of new governors in 
the Danubian provinces, a process which can be traced with some precision 
by integrating the account of Cassius Dio with the epigraphic and numismatic 
material. This evidence reveals that the provinces of Pannonia Inferior, Dacia 
and Moesia Inferior had at least one, and in some cases, two new governors 
appointed between April and December 217. This exceptionally rapid turn-
over of legates was brought about by the need to remove two prominent 
consulars with military experience, who had both been close supporters of 
Caracalla. Macrinus chose to remain in Syria throughout this period, in order 
to conclude wars with Parthia and Armenia, and had to take necessary steps 
to ensure that he would not be threatened by a revolt on the Danube while he 
was otherwise occupied. 

The first major change took place in the province of Pannonia Inferior, 
where the incumbent governor, C. Octavius Appius Suetrius Sabinus, was 
known to have been a close friend of Caracalla (78.13.2).7 Sabinus was 
dismissed from his post and summoned to join Macrinus in Syria. His 
replacement was Marcius Claudius Agrippa, a former slave who had served 
in several equestrian positions before Caracalla adlected him into the senate 
inter praetorios (78.13.3-4).8 Along with Macrinus, Agrippa had been part of 
the cabal that conspired to murder Caracalla (HA Cara. 6.7); he was therefore 
already a member of the new emperor’s inner circle. But Macrinus was faced 
with a problem in making this appointment: Agrippa was only of praetorian 
rank, and thus unqualified to govern the consular province of Pannonia 
Inferior. To remedy this deficiency, Macrinus promoted Agrippa to the status 
of ex-consul (78.13.1). Agrippa’s elevation must have occurred shortly after 
Macrinus came to power in April 217, for he went on to govern two further 
provinces during the emperor’s short reign. The first of these was Dacia, 
which had been invaded by indigenous tribes intent on recapturing hostages 
taken from them by Caracalla (78.27.5). The existing governor of this 
province, C. Iulius Septimius Castinus, was also a prominent adherent of 
Caracalla (78.13.2, 79.4.3).9 He was removed from office sometime between 
June and August of 217 and ordered to report to Macrinus in person. 
Macrinus was probably motivated to make this second change because of the 
incursion of Dacian tribes, preferring that a trusted adherent be in control of 
repelling the invasion, rather than a governor of dubious loyalty. When 
Agrippa was transferred to Dacia, Macrinus turned to another associate to fill 

 
7  PIR ! O 25; CIL 10.5178; CIL 10.5398 = ILS 1159.  
8  PIR ! M 224. According to the Historia Augusta (Cara. 6.7), Agrippa was serving as 

praefectus classis  at the time of Caracalla’s death, but this would have been an aberration for 
a senator. See C.G. Starr, The Roman Imperial Navy 31 B.C. - A.D. 324 (Westport 1975) 
192. 

9  PIR ! I 566; CIL 3.10473 = ILS 1153. 
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the vacancy in Pannonia Inferior, a man named Aelius Triccianus.10 
Triccianus had risen from humble beginnings, serving as a soldier and 
ostiarius in Pannonia and eventually being promoted to prefect of the legio II 
Parthica. While holding this post, he had joined the plot against Caracalla 
(78.13.4; HA Cara. 6.7).11 Since Triccianus was only of equestrian rank at the 
time, Macrinus followed the same procedure as he had with Agrippa, and 
adlected him into the senate with the rank of ex-consul. 

Although this is the extent of the changes in administrative personnel 
recorded by Cassius Dio, numismatic evidence demonstrates that Agrippa 
had been installed as governor of a third province, Moesia Inferior, by 
November/December 217.12 It has been argued that Agrippa retained his 
command of Dacia as well; this is a distinct possibility, since such simul-
taneous governorships were not unprecedented.13 No literary source notes the 
reason for Agrippa’s new appointment, but the fasti  for Moesia Inferior show 
clear evidence of administrative upheaval. Caracalla’s governor, M. Statius 
Longinus, had been removed from office by June/August 217, presumably 
because Macrinus feared that he might stage a revolt. Longinus was replaced 
by a certain Pontius Fuscus Pontianus, whose tenure must have been very 
brief indeed, since Agrippa is attested in office by November/December 
217.14 Pontianus’ abbreviated command, coupled with his subsequent 
replacement by Agrippa, indicates that he had somehow displeased 
Macrinus.15  These changes, along with the perturbations in the provinces of 
Pannonia Inferior and Dacia, are illustrated in Table 1 below: 

 
10  PIR ! A 271. Dio 78.13.3 gives his name as Deccius Triccianus, but this is likely to be a 

textual corruption. 
11  For a review of his career, see J. Fitz, ‘Die Laufbahn des Aelius Triccianus’, ActaArchHung 

26 (1978) 21-7. 
12  D. Boteva, ‘Legati Augusti pro praetore Moesiae Inferioris, A.D. 193-217/218’, ZPE 110 

(1996) 239-47 at 246. 
13  Ibid. 247. For a list of such simultaneous commands, see D.S. Potter, ‘Palmyra and Rome: 

Odaenathus’ Titulature and the Use of the Imperium Maius ’, ZPE 113 (1996) 271-85 at 275-
6. Potter cites twenty-two examples of senators who administered more than one province, 
including some cases from the Danubian region, notably Q. Marcius Turbo Fronto Publicius 
Severus (PIR ! M 249), legate of Pannonia Inferior and Dacia in 118, and M. Claudius Fronto 
(PIR ! C 874) who controlled Dacia and Moesia Superior in 170. 

14  Boteva, ‘On the Cursus Honorum of P. Fuscus Pontianus (PIR ! F 496), Provincial Governor 
of Lower Moesia’, ZPE 110 (1996) 248-52 at 248-9. 

15  A senator named Pontius Pontianus is also attested as governor of Pannonia Inferior under 
Elagabalus. Boteva, ‘Legati Augusti’ (n. 14) has proposed that the two Pontiani were one and 
the same man, who was moved by Macrinus from Moesia Inferior to Pannonia Inferior in 
order to replace Aelius Triccianus. However, on current evidence, Pontianus is not attested as 
governor of Pannonia Inferior until the reign of Elagabalus: AE (1996) 1247. Since 
Triccianus was executed by Elagabalus (79.4.3), and suffered damnatio memoriae  in the 
province, it seems best to regard this Pontius Pontianus as a new appointee installed by 
Elagabalus to replace Macrinus’ former associate. Boteva’s interpretation is further 
complicated by the fact that we know of three other men named Pontianus in this period, any 
of whom could be identical with one of these governors: Pontius Fuscus Pontianus, attested 
in 227 (AE [1998] 282); the ordinary consul of 238, Pontius Proculus Pontianus (PIR ! P 
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Table 1:  Appointments in the Danubian provinces 

Date Pannonia Inferior Dacia Moesia Inferior 

Under Caracalla Suetrius Sabinus 

April 217 Claudius 
Agrippa 

Septimius 
Castinus 

Statius Longinus 

June/Aug. 217 Fuscus 
Pontianus 

Nov./Dec. 217 

Aelius 
Triccianus 

Claudius 
Agrippa 

 Claudius 
Agrippa 

Under 
Elagabalus 

Pontius 
Pontianus 

 Novius Rufus 

 
The changes recorded in this table demonstrate the extent to which Macrinus 
was prepared to break with tradition, and remove his predecessor’s provincial 
governors from office. Cassius Dio (78.13.2) writes that Caracalla’s legates 
Sabinus and Castinus were summoned to join Macrinus in Syria ‘as if he 
desired their companionship, even though he really feared their great spirit 
and their friendship towards Caracalla’ (!"#$% &'(% )*% +,-% ./*% 01(2103,*%

045(% 67"&7(2*8% 9:#$% 6'% ."% .7% ;<(1% 4:"(=&,% +,-% .>(% 4?!3,(% ,@.5(% .>(%

;:A*% .A(% B,:<+,!!2(% 42C=D73*). Dio’s analysis of the situation is 

undoubtedly correct, since these men were prominent senators with 
considerable military experience who could have been worthy challengers for 
the throne. Sabinus had been a comes of Caracalla and commander of 
vexillations in his German campaign, as well as consul ordinarius in 214.16 
Castinus was probably a distant relative of the Severan imperial family and 
had been employed by Septimius Severus to hunt down opponents to his 
regime.17 These men had commanded four legions between them (theV 
Macedonica and XIII Gemina  in Dacia, and the XIV Gemina and II Adiutrix 
in Pannonia Inferior), a considerable force that could be used to mount an 
insurrection, as Septimius Severus had shown less than twenty years 
previously.18 By summoning Sabinus and Castinus to join his retinue, 
Macrinus appears to have been acting in an underhand manner, attempting to 
catch the senate off guard. The curia  in Rome, not to mention other provincial 

 
818); and C. Pontius Pontianus Fuficius Maximus, governor of Bithynia and Pontus in 
224/225 (SEG 55 [2005] 1384). See R. Haensch and P. Weiss, ‘Statthaltergewichte aus 
Pontus et Bithynia. Neue Exemplare und neue Erkenntnisse’, Chiron  37 (2007) 183-218 at 
198-9, for a discussion of these men and their careers. 

16  Sabinus’ career is reviewed by Alföldy, ‘Septimius Severus und der Senat’, BJ 168 (1968) 
112-60 at 121, and M. Peachin, Iudex vice Caesaris: Deputy Emperors and the 
Administration of Justice during the Principate  (Stuttgart 1996) 101-6. 

17  For Castinus’ relationship with Severus, see Birley, Septimius Severus  (n. 3) 215. 
18  Ibid. 89-107. 
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governors, would have been unsure whether to revolt against Macrinus if he 
appeared to have the support of two senior officials. Dio’s own narrative 
testifies to a considerable amount of discontent in Rome at this period, but no 
action was taken against the new emperor, who was confirmed in his position 
(78.13.1-22.5). What exactly happened to Sabinus and Castinus when they 
reached Syria is unknown, though Castinus was subsequently banished from 
Rome by the emperor (79.4.3-5). But Macrinus had achieved his primary 
political objective, which was to keep Caracalla’s amici out of strategic 
provinces. If they became imperial comites in Syria, Sabinus and Castinus 
would notionally have been honoured advisers, but crucially denied the direct 
command of troops. 

2.  THE EASTERN FRONTIER 

The new appointments in the provinces of Pannonia Inferior, Dacia and 
Moesia Inferior were only part of a larger plan to place key regions in the 
hands of Macrinus’ supporters. The eastern frontier was of crucial strategic 
importance, since the senatorial governors of Cappadocia, Syria Coele and 
Syria Phoenice commanded five legions between them, more than enough to 
mount an insurrection and throw the empire into chaos, as Avidius Cassius 
had demonstrated two generations earlier.19 It was equally important to 
maintain control of Egypt and the grain supply.20 In this section, I will 
analyse how Macrinus either won over the existing legates of these 
provinces, or replaced them with his own appointees, in order to extend his 
strategic network down to the shores of the Red Sea. In contrast to the 
Danubian provinces, where Macrinus primarily relied on the support of men 
of equestrian background, the emperor was also able to secure the allegiance 
of existing senators to his cause. In taking this decision, these senators may 
have been motivated by a desire to advance their own careers. At the very 
least they recognised the political reality that Macrinus, despite being an 
equestrian, held the balance of power in the eastern provinces at the time.21 

We will turn our attention first to Cappadocia, where the consular legate 
was in command of two legions, the XII Fulminata  and the XVI Flavia 
Firma. This was a pivotal appointment: Cappadocia lay in direct proximity to 
the kingdom of Armenia, which was at war with Rome at the time. The 
conflict had not been favourable to the Romans thus far, with Caracalla’s 
general Theocritus suffering a significant defeat on Armenian soil (78.21.1-2). 
Macrinus negotiated peace terms with the Armenians, bestowing the crown 

 
19  Birley, Marcus Aurelius: A Biography (London 2000) 183-9. 
20  Vespasian’s revolt was aided by the presence of his ally, T. Iulius Alexander, as prefect of 

Egypt (Suet. Vesp. 6). See B. Levick, Vespasian  (London 1999) 46. 
21  Most modern accounts emphasise only Macrinus’ equestrian supporters: P. Southern, The 

Roman Empire from Severus to Constantine (London 2001) 56; Potter, The Roman Empire 
at Bay, A.D. 180-395  (London 2004) 147; B. Campbell, ‘The Severan Dynasty’, CAH ! 
12.1-27 at 20. 
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on Tiridates and releasing the king’s mother from captivity. This was not the 
end of the matter, however, since Tiridates allegedly hoped to reclaim parts 
of Cappadocia for himself (78.27.4). Given the unstable nature of the region, 
Macrinus would have been concerned about the loyalty of the senatorial 
governor. The epigraphic evidence suggests that he had installed a new legate 
in Cappadocia by early 218 at the very latest. A new reading of a milestone 
from Kanlıkavak indicates that the first governor of Cappadocia under  
Macrinus was a man named Catius Clemen[s] or Clement[inus].22 The 
milestone cannot be dated more precisely than 217/218, since the only dating 
criterion is the styling of Macrinus’ son Diadumenianus as nobilissimus 
Caesar . But a new governor, M. Munatius Sulla Cerialis (cos. ord. 215), had 
been appointed by 218. Cerialis’ support for the emperor is emphasised by 
the use of the epithets sanctissimus ac | providentissi | mus to describe 
Macrinus on one of the milestones from Cappadocia.23 The adjective 
providentissimus also occurs on many of Macrinus’ milestones from 
Noricum, suggesting that it may have been used by the emperor in letters or 
other official documents, and later employed by those legates who were 
particularly eager to display their loyalty.24 

The history of Cassius Dio provides two other pieces of evidence to 
support the argument that Cerialis was an adherent of Macrinus. The first 
concerns Macrinus’ attempted flight from Syria following his defeat at the 
hands of Elagabalus’ forces in June 218. The deposed emperor disguised 
himself as a soldier and made his way through Cappadocia, Galatia and 
Bithynia, but conspicuously avoided its capital Nicomedia, because he feared 
the governor, Caecilius Aristo (78.39.3-5). The fact that Macrinus was 
confident enough to journey through Cappadocia, but needed to tread 
carefully in Bithynia, indicates that he trusted Cerialis. The second piece of 
evidence is that Cerialis was removed from his post by Elagabalus in 218, 
after being in office for less than a year.25 Following his dismissal from 
Cappadocia, Cerialis returned to Rome, and was replaced by a new governor, 

 
22  CIL 3.6924, revised by D. French, ‘Notes on Cappadocian Milestones: The Caesarea-

Melitene Road’, EA 41 (2008) 125-34 at 127-9. The milestone was originally dated to the 
year 238 by P.W. Townsend, ‘Sex. Catius Clementinus Priscillianus, Governor of 
Cappadocia in A.D. 238’, CP 50 (1955) 41-2. However, French has suggested that the 
emperor mentioned on the milestone was not Ant. [Gordi]ono, but Ant[on]ino, which he 
restores as a reference to Macrinus’ son and co-emperor Diadumenianus. On this 
interpretation, Sex. Catius Clementinus Priscillianus (PIR ! C 564), cos. ord. 230, would be 
the son of Macrinus’ governor. 

23  PIR ! M 735; AE (1960) 36. 
24  Macrinus is styled providentissimus on the following milestones from Noricum: CIL 3.5708, 

3.5736, 3.13534, 17.4.1.77, 17.4.1.112, 17.4.1.117, 17.4.1.141, 17.4.1.182; AE (1980) 664; 
AE (2004) 1086. Unfortunately, the identity of the governor in 217/218 remains a mystery, 
but he was obviously a dedicated supporter of Macrinus. 

25  The standard tenure of senatorial legates was approximately three years: Birley, The Roman 
Government of Britain  (Oxford 2005) 8. 
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M. Ulpius Ofellius Theodorus.26 Elagabalus later recalled him to the east, but 
on his journey to join the emperor, Cerialis suborned the German troops 
stationed in Bithynia, and was promptly put to death (79.4.5).27 French has 
emphasised that his re-reading of the milestone is tentative and results in a 
‘rapid, but not unusual, succession of appointments’ in Cappadocia.28 But the 
evidence presented in this paper shows that such a turnover of governors 
would fit with the political climate of the years 217-218. The most revealing 
aspect of Cerialis’ appointment is that Macrinus was able to secure the 
loyalty of a former consul ordinarius. This is not as surprising as it might first 
appear, since regime change offered senators the opportunity to ingratiate 
themselves with a new ruler in the hope of advancing their own position. As 
a former ordinary consul, Cerialis could already consider himself part of a 
privileged elite within the amplissimus ordo,29 yet he was evidently eager for 
further positions and honours. 

The governors of Syria Coele and Arabia should also be counted among 
the emperor’s supporters since they were deposed by Elagabalus following 
Macrinus’ defeat. Elagabalus spent the first part of his reign in Syria before 
travelling to Nicomedia, where he remained during the winter of 218/219.30 
Prior to his departure, he executed a number of notable officials, including 
the governor of Syria Coele, Fabius Agrippinus, and Pica Caesianus, legate 
of Arabia (79.3.4). Although it cannot be established that Agrippinus and 
Caesianus were appointed by Macrinus,31 they had obviously given their 
allegiance to the emperor, since they suffered the same fate as his other 
supporters, including Sulla Cerialis and Aelius Triccianus. Agrippinus was 
from a respectable senatorial family; his ancestor C. Fabius Agrippinus had 
been governor of Thrace and suffect consul in 148.32 He has also been 
tentatively identified with a certain C. Fabi[us] . . . , legate of the legio I 

 
26  PIR " V 560; CIL 3.6903 = 12163, 3.6912. 
27  There was sufficient time to make this journey, since Cerialis was probably discharged from 

Cappadocia soon after Macrinus’ death in mid-218. Elagabalus spent the winter of 218/219 in 
Bithynia, and did not arrive at Rome until September of 219. See D. Kienast, Römische 
Kaisertabelle  (Darmstadt 1996) 172. 

28  French, ‘Cappadocian Milestones’ (n. 22) 130. 
29  Although the status of suffect consul had declined by the early third century, the post of 

consul ordinarius had become even more prestigious: W. Eck and H. Wolff, ‘Ein 
Auxiliardiplom aus dem Jahre 203 n. Chr.’, in eidem (eds), Heer und Integrationspolitik: Die 
römischen Militärdiplome als historische Quelle (Cologne 1986) 556-75 at 561-6; R. Bagnall 
et al., Consuls of the Later Roman Empire  (Atlanta 1987) 3. 

30  Kienast, Römische Kaisertabelle  (n. 27) 172. 
31  M. Peachin, ‘Prosopographic Notes from the Law Codes’, ZPE  84 (1990) 105-12 at 105-6, 

has suggested that Aelius Ulpianus may have been governor of Syria Coele in 216 (CJ 
9.51.1), but the exact dates of his tenure are unknown. It thus remains uncertain whether 
Agrippinus was a recent appointee. 

32  PIR ! F 20. For Agrippinus’ ancestry, see C. Bocherens and F. Zevi, ‘La schola du Trajan et 
la domus du consul Caius Fabius Agrippinus a Ostie’, Arch. Class. 58 (2007) 257-71 at 268-
9. 
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Minervia  in 211.33 The name of the legate was deliberately erased from the 
inscription, perhaps as a result of damnatio memoriae, which also occurred in 
the case of Aelius Triccianus on monuments in Pannonia Inferior.34 Further 
evidence of Agrippinus’ support for Macrinus is provided by the fact that the 
emperor spent the majority of his reign in Antioch, the capital of Syria 
Coele,35 and it is highly unlikely that he would have allowed a hostile 
governor to remain in office. In the nearby province of Arabia, the legate Pica 
Caesianus was executed for failing to announce his immediate support for 
Elagabalus.36 He may have been weighing up the possibility of revolt, an idea 
that had also occurred to the governor of Cappadocia, M. Munatius Sulla 
Cerialis, as we have already seen.37 Following Caesianus’ execution, the 
provincial procurator, C. Furius Sabinus Aquila Timestheus, served as acting 
governor until Elagabalus’ new legate, Flavius Iulianus, was installed by the 
end of 218.38 These perturbations demonstrate that rapid succession of 
emperors in the years 217-218 was accompanied by an equally swift turnover 
in provincial governors. Yet amongst this turmoil, the adherence of 
Agrippinus and Caesianus to Macrinus’ cause shows that the emperor was 
able to attract the support of some members of the senatorial order. 

The most compelling evidence for Macrinus’ interventionist policies in 
the region comes from the provinces of Syria Phoenice and Egypt. 
Caracalla’s legate in Syria Phoenice, whose identity remains unknown, was 
removed from office, and replaced by Marius Secundus, an equestrian who 
was adlected inter praetorios in order to assume the post (78.35.1).  The 
similarities with the careers of Aelius Triccianus and Marcius Claudius 
Agrippa are striking, indicating that Secundus was also a close confidant of 
the emperor, now elevated to high senatorial rank in order to secure a 

 
33  PIR ! F 19; CIL 13.8050. See Eck, ‘Ein Ehrenmonument der Centurionen der legio I Minervia 

für Caracalla, Geta and Iulia Domna’, Bonner Jahrbücher 185 (1985) 41-5. He may also be 
identical with the Arval Brother [---A]grippinus, attested under Caracalla, though he is not 
the only possible contender: J. Scheid, Le collège des Frères Arvales: étude prosopo-
graphique du recrutement (69-304) (Rome 1990) 448. 

34  The name of Caracalla’s brother Geta was also expunged from the stone, but this did not 
occur at the same time as the erasure of Triccianus’ name: Eck, Die Statthalter der 
germanischen Provinzen vom 1.-3. Jahrhundert  (Cologne 1985) 202 n. 5. 

35  Millar, The Roman Near East, 31 B.C. - A.D. 337  (Cambridge MA 1993) 145. 
36  PIR ! P 403. Pica Caerianus is given in the text of Dio, but his name was undoubtedly 

Caesianus, given the nomenclature of the first-century senator P. Numicius Pica Caesianus 
(PIR ! N 203). 

37  M. Sartre, Trois études sur l’Arabie romaine et byzantine (Brussels 1982) 89, suggested that 
Caesianus could have been appointed by Macrinus to replace a disloyal legatus Arabiae  who 
appears in the Historia Augusta  (Diad. 8.4). Given that the passage also refers to the exile of 
a dux Armeniae , a position not attested until the fourth century, it should be regarded with 
suspicion. 

38  Leunissen, Konsuln  (n. 4) 268. 
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strategic province.39 The high esteem in which Macrinus held Secundus is 
illustrated by the fact that his jurisdiction extended even to parts of Egypt. In 
an exceptional turn of events, the prefect of Egypt, L. Valerius Datus, a 
known supporter of Caracalla, was executed by Macrinus (78.15.3). The 
papyrological evidence indicates that Datus showed some reluctance to 
recognise Macrinus’ authority, and he was put to death sometime between 
July 18, 217 and April 6, 218, when a new prefect, Iulius Basilianus, is 
attested in office.40 Basilianus was an equestrian governor, as was customary, 
but Dio (78.35.1) reports that the senator Marius Secundus was ‘in control of 
some aspects’ (6?/#7(%6E%.?(,) of the province. The language is frustratingly 

vague, so it is uncertain whether Secundus was given administrative authority 
over a region, or a special area of responsibility, such as military supplies. 
Regardless, it was a departure from accepted procedure, since a senator had 
not previously governed Egypt.41 The arrangements in Egypt collapsed when 
news reached the province of Macrinus’ defeat. Basilianus promptly fled to 
Italy, where he was captured, sent to Elagabalus at Nicomedia, and executed 
(78.35.2-3). Dio records that Secundus ‘collapsed into helplessness’ (F(%

G&=H,(3I%9;707), and, as with Macrinus’ other appointees, he was removed 

from office by Elagabalus. The iuridicus, Callistianus, is found acting as 
prefect in 219.42  

3.  PROBLEMS WITH PROCONSULS 

Macrinus’ interventionist approach to provincial government aroused 
significant resentment among the senatorial order, as demonstrated by their 
reaction to his appointments to the proconsulships of Asia and Africa. This 
crisis began in the province of Asia, where there had been an outbreak of 

 
39  PIR ! M 318. Secundus’ support for Macrinus is noted by E. D!browa, ‘The Commanders of 

Syrian Legions, 1st-3rd C. AD’, in D.L. Kennedy (ed.), The Roman Army in the East  (Ann 
Arbor 1996) 277-96 at 283. 

40  Datus: PIR 1 V 46. Basilianus: PIR ! I 201. For the failure to recognise Macrinus, see P.J. 
Sijpesteijn, ‘The Prefect L. Valerius Datus in P. Princ. Inv. GD 7644’, ZPE 65 (1986) 169-
70. The dates of office are collected by G. Bastianini, ‘Lista dei prefetti d’Egitto dal 30 al 
299’, ZPE 17 (1975) 263-328 at 307; idem, ‘Lista dei prefetti d’Egitto dal 30 al 299: 
Aggiunte e correzioni’, ZPE  38 (1980) 75-89 at 86. 

41  Millar, Cassius Dio (n. 5) 163. Senators had been forbidden to travel to Egypt by Augustus 
(Tac. Ann. 2.59), but this may have changed since Egyptians were themselves admitted to the 
senate in the Severan period, on which see A.K. Bowman, ‘Egypt from Septimius Severus to 
the Death of Constantine’, CAH ! 12.313-26 at 315-8. 

42  P. Oxy. 3117; Bastianini, ‘Aggiunte e correzioni’ (n. 40) 86. Salway, ‘Fragment of Severan 
History’ (n. 6) 140-6 would add the enigmatic . . . atus, recorded on two fragmentary 
inscriptions at Rome (CIL 6.41190, 41191) to the list of Macrinus’ supporters. However, the 
course of this individual’s career remains uncertain, and Salway’s interpretation has not won 
universal acceptance (see the comments of Alföldy, CIL 6.41190, 41191 ad loc.). The 
traditional reading of . . . atus ’ career identifies him with T. Messius Extricatus (PIR ! M 
518), as argued by M. Cébeillac-Gervasoni, ‘Apostilles à une inscription de Portus: T. 
Messius Extricatus et les Saborrarii’, PP 34 (1970) 267-77. On this interpretation, Extricatus 
was an adherent of Caracalla who fell into political disgrace under Macrinus. 
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public discontent, possibly the result of the emperor’s decision to revoke 
neokoriai  from some of the cities in the region.43 The status of neokoros was 
granted to those communities that possessed a provincial temple to the 
imperial cult. The honour could only be bestowed by the emperor, and was 
frequently featured on local coinages as a way of advertising a city’s 
prestige.44 There was intense competition for this coveted status, and, by the 
Severan period, the cities of Pergamum, Smyrna and Ephesus were all 
equally ranked, possessing three neokoriai  each.45 The rivalry between these 
cities was exacerbated when Macrinus confirmed the right of Ephesus to call 
itself the first city of Asia, a decision that provoked outrage in the other 
communities.46 Cassius Dio, who served as curator  of Pergamum and Smyrna 
in 218, wrote that the inhabitants of Pergamum abused the emperor when he 
rescinded the privileges that had been granted to them by Caracalla (78.20.4, 
79.7.4). Macrinus attempted to deal with these problems by appointing a new 
proconsul, who would act as his official representative in the province of 
Asia. He chose a leading senator, C. Iulius Asper, who had been twice consul 
and praefectus urbi , to serve as proconsul of Asia.47 Asper had initially been 
selected for the proconsulship through sortitio  during Caracalla’s reign, but 
had asked to be excused from the post.48 In a complicated series of events, 
Macrinus refused Asper’s request and insisted he travel to Asia to take up the 
office, but later rescinded the appointment when he heard that Asper had 
made insulting remarks about him.49 As with the dismissal of Caracalla’s 
adherents from the Danubian provinces, a convenient excuse was provided 
for Asper’s removal: it was, Dio (78.22.3-4) writes, as if he had again 
requested to be exempted ‘because of his age and illness’ (6?<%.7%#/:,*%+,-%

("02(). 

 
43  B. Burrell, Neokoroi: Greek Cities and Roman Emperors  (Leiden 2004) 292-3. 
44  S. Price, ‘Local Mythologies in the Greek East’, in C. Howgego, V. Heuchert and A. Burnett 

(eds), Coinage and Identity in the Roman Provinces  (Oxford 2005) 115-24 at 123. 
45  Burrell, Neokoroi  (n. 43) 289. 
46  Ibid. 292-3.  
47  PIR ! I 182. Asper’s power and influence is underlined by the fact that he was patron of no 

less than six provinces – Britain, the two Mauretanias and the three Spanish provinces – a 
fact noted on several honorific statue bases from his villa at Tusculum: AE (1997) 261; CIL 
14.2508, 2509 = ILS 1156. K. Dietz, ‘Iulius Asper, Verteidiger der Provinzen unter 
Septimius Severus’, Chiron 27 (1997) 483-523 at 514-22, argues that Asper defended clients 
from these provinces who had supported Clodius Albinus in his war against Septimius 
Severus. 

48  The process of sortitio for praetorian and consular proconsulships remained the accepted 
method of appointment into the third century: a career inscription from Moesia Inferior, dated 
to the reign of Gordian III, refers to a proco(n)[s(uli) pr]ov(inciae) S[iciliae] / sortit[o] (AE 
[1990] 863). For the process of balloting for proconsulships, see Alföldy, Konsulat  (n. 4) 
122; Eck, ‘Beförderungskriterien innerhalb der senatorischen Laufbahn, dargestellt an der 
Zeit von 69 bis 138 n. Chr.’, ANRW 2.1 (1974) 158-228 at 204; A.K. Bowman, ‘Provincial 
Administration and Taxation’, CAH ! 10.344-70 at 347-8. 

49  Asper’s appointment was probably for the proconsular year 217/218: Leunissen, Konsuln  (n. 
4) 225. 
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In place of Iulius Asper, Macrinus appointed Anicius Faustus, a senior 
consular who had previously been passed over by Septimius Severus for the 
proconsulship of Asia (78.22.4).50 Conscious of the fact that Asia had now 
been without a governor for some time, he ordered Faustus to continue in 
office for a second proconsular year. This would have been the end of the 
matter, were it not for the fact that some unspecified unrest had also broken 
out in the province of Africa. M. Aufidius Fronto had been allocated the 
proconsulship, but the Africans protested at his selection, and Macrinus 
decided to rescind his appointment.51 Because Faustus’ tenure in Asia had 
already been extended for a second proconsular year, Macrinus refused to 
appoint Fronto to that province as compensation for the loss of Africa 
(78.22.5). Dio does not inform us who the emperor then chose to govern 
Africa, as his narrative moves on to discuss the fate of Julia Domna in 
Antioch (78.23.1). One possibility is that he appointed Q. Aradius Rufinus 
Optatus Aelianus, who is attested as acting in place of the proconsul 
sometime in the third century.52 The date of Aradius Rufinus’ acting 
proconsulship is controversial, with scholarly opinion divided between the 
reign of Macrinus and the year 238, in the aftermath of the revolt of the 
Gordiani.53 Rufinus’ selection was certainly exceptional, since he was a 
senior consular (having already held the governorship of Syria Coele) who 
was appointed to the acting proconsulship from outside the province; all 
other known temporary governors of Africa were already stationed there, 
either as procurator or the proconsul’s legate.54 It has been established that 
Macrinus was an emperor who was willing to interfere in provincial 
assignments, appointing and recalling senators as suited his own needs, and 

 
50  PIR ! A 595. Faustus had originally been favoured by Severus, serving as the first official 

governor of Numidia, a post that he held for five years. See Birley, Septimius Severus (n. 3) 
143-4, 151-2, 195. 

51  PIR ! A 1385. Fronto had been consul ordinarius  in 199, but is not known to have held other 
provincial commands. This is unsurprising, as he was a member of a particularly eminent 
aristocratic dynasty, being the son of C. Aufidius Victorinus (PIR ! A 1393), cos. II ord. 183, 
and the grandson of Marcus Aurelius’ tutor, M. Cornelius Fronto (PIR ! C 1364). 

52  PIR ! A 1016; AE (1971) 490. Rufinus can be dated to the late Severan period on 
prosopographical grounds. His marriage to Calpurnia Ceia Aemiliana is recorded on an 
inscription from the second quarter of the third century (AE  [1995] 1653, with the stemmata 
in PIR ! VII.1, 95). His son, Q. Aradius Rufinus (PIR ! A 1013a = R 143), also a governor of 
Syria, would marry Iunia Aiacia Modesta (PIR ! A 471), the descendant of Q. Aiacius 
Modestus Crescentianus (PIR ! A 470), cos. II ord. in 228, placing the second generation in 
the mid-third century. 

53  In favour of 217/218: Leunissen, Konsuln (n. 4) 218-9; A. Beschaouch, ‘Une hypothèse sur 
la date du vice-proconsulat en Afrique de Q. Aradius Rufinus Optatus Aelianus’, Tituli 4 
(1982) 471-4. The case for 238 was made by Birley, ‘The Governors of Roman Britain’, 
Epigraphische Studien 4 (1967) 63-102 at 83; idem, The Fasti of Roman Britain (Oxford 
1981) 175-6; B. Rémy, ‘La carrière de Q. Aradius Rufinus Optatus Aelianus’, Historia 25 
(1976) 458-77. 

54  As noted by Rémy, ‘La carrière’ (n. 53) 465-72. See the list of acting governors in Peachin, 
Iudex  (n. 16) 229-36. 
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the employment of a senior consular like Rufinus as acting proconsul in 
Africa would correspond with this approach to government. The problem is 
unlikely to be resolved without further epigraphic evidence, but this 
argument adds weight to the theory that Rufinus’ tenure dates to 217/218, not 
to 238.  

The preceding three sections of the paper have argued that Macrinus 
adopted an interventionist approach to provincial appointments. New 
governors were installed in Dacia, Pannonia Inferior, Moesia Inferior, 
Cappadocia and Syria Phoenice; four were equestrians who had been 
adlected into the senate, the fifth was a former consul ordinarius. It is also 
probable that Macrinus secured the loyalty of the existing senatorial 
governors of Syria Coele and Arabia. The emperor executed the prefect of 
Egypt and handed control of the province to a new equestrian official. In an 
extraordinary situation, the prefect exercised gubernatorial authority in 
conjunction with the legate of Syria Phoenice. Macrinus also showed no 
hesitation in interfering in the ballot for the proconsulships of Africa and 
Asia, even going so far as to rescind appointments that had already been 
made. These political manoeuvres marked a significant departure from 
previous reigns, as the majority of Roman emperors had been content to 
retain their predecessors’ legates in office.  

4.  SENATORIAL SENSIBILITIES 

In the final section of the paper, I will examine how Macrinus’ appointment 
policies affected his relationship with the senate. The sections of Cassius 
Dio’s Roman History which cover Macrinus’ reign show that his actions 
were not positively received by large segments of the amplissimus ordo. 
Dio’s perspective is particularly valuable, since he was resident in Rome at 
the time and thus able to record the reaction to the emperor’s letters in the 
curia .55 His account is far more informative than our other principal source, 
Herodian, who discusses events in the east that led to Macrinus’ downfall, 
but who includes almost none of the prosopographical details that appear in 
Dio’s history.56 As for Dio himself, he welcomed the regime change after the 
murder of Caracalla, of whom he was not particularly fond: he lamented the 
emperor’s excessive favouritism towards the army and complained about 
Caracalla’s treatment of him at court.57 But Dio nevertheless believed that 
Macrinus should have declined the throne in favour of a senator, since he was 

 
55  Millar, Cassius Dio (n. 5) 160-1. Dio was resident in Rome until May/June 218, when he 

became curator  of Smyrna and Pergamum. 
56  H. Sidebottom, ‘Herodian’s Historical Methods and Understanding of History’, ANRW 

2.34.4 (Berlin and New York 1998) 2775-836, provides the best recent assessment of 
Herodian’s work. 

57  See Millar, Cassius Dio (n. 5) 150-60, and C. Davenport, ‘Cassius Dio and Caracalla’, CQ 
(forthcoming). 
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only of equestrian rank (78.14.4, 78.41.1-4).58 This was not a personal slight 
against Macrinus, since Dio’s history in fact contains a number of 
complimentary remarks about the emperor’s integrity and conduct as an 
administrator (78.11.2-3, 78.40.3). One of Dio’s primary concerns was the 
maintenance of proper status and hierarchy in the imperial administration; the 
promotion of an eques to the purple clearly contravened these principles. This 
also explains his opposition to many of Macrinus’ new provincial governors, 
who had risen from lowly beginnings to become high-ranking senators and 
were now theoretically his equals in the curia . As we shall see, Macrinus paid 
little heed to the concerns of Dio and other like-minded senators: his goal 
was to select trusted allies, whatever their social background, to secure the 
provinces and armies in his name.  

It is particularly revealing that Dio’s criticism of Macrinus’ provincial 
appointments focuses not on the fact that he made sweeping changes, but that 
he regarded some of the emperor’s governors as unsuitable for high office. 
His account of the removal of C. Octavius Appius Suetrius Sabinus and C. 
Iulius Septimius Castinus from their Danubian commands deals almost 
exclusively with the previous careers of Marcius Claudius Agrippa and 
Aelius Triccianus, who were adlected inter consulares in order to take up 
their posts (78.13.1-4). This move was not unconstitutional,59 but it was 
controversial, since these new consulars had begun their lives as a slave and a 
soldier respectively. Dio records that these appointments earned Macrinus the 
disapproval of ‘sensible men’ (.5(%F&4:"(J() (78.13.1). From the ‘Speech 

of Maecenas’ in Book 52, we know that Dio regarded men from the ranks of 
the army as unsuitable candidates for advancement into the senate, although 
centurions commissioned ex equite Romano were acceptable (52.25.6-7). He 
was therefore not opposed to equestrians per se , but rather those whose rapid 
rise transgressed social boundaries: Agrippa and Triccianus were certainly 
not of the same quality as municipal aristocrats from Spain or North Africa.60 
Macrinus’ appointment of M. Oclatinius Adventus to the post of praefectus 
urbi was likewise criticised by many (;2!!2-%K.?5(.2) (78.14.1). Adventus 

 
58  Herodian (5.1.4-8) includes the supposed text of a letter sent by Macrinus to the senate in 

which he justifies the promotion of an equestrian to the purple, but it is clearly the author’s 
invention. See Alföldy, ‘Zeitgeschichte und Krisenempfindung bei Herodian’, Hermes 99 
(1971) 429-449 at 443. 

59  Adlection inter consulares , although rare, was not unprecedented: in the reign of Augustus, 
Gaius Cluvius and Gaius Furnius were given the rank of ex-consul when they were unable to 
assume their consulships (52.42.4), as noted by Birley, ‘Review of P.M.M. Leunissen, 
Konsuln und Konsulare in der Zeit von Commodus bis Severus Alexander (180-235 n. Chr.), 
Gnomon 62 (1990) 612-15 at 613. Under Commodus, P. Tarruttienus Paternus received the 
honour as a dubious ‘promotion’ after being removed from the praetorian prefecture (HA 
Comm. 4.7), and Septimius Severus adlected Aelius Antipater inter consulares before 
appointing him governor of Pontus and Bithynia (Philostr. VS 2.24.2). 

60  The fact that Macrinus was criticised for appointing Ulpius Iulianus and Iulianus Nestor, two 
former principes peregrinorum, to the praetorian prefecture (78.15.1) indicates that Dio did 
not have a problem with equestrians, but with the promotion of soldiers.  
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came from a military background, having risen through the ranks of the 
frumentarii  before being appointed to a procuratorship in Britain and 
eventually becoming Macrinus’ colleague in the praetorian prefecture.61 
Understandably, many aristocrats took offence when Adventus entered the 
curia  for the first time as both consul ordinarius and praefectus urbi , two 
prestigious posts that were out of reach of all but a few senators. The 
situation was exacerbated by the fact that Adventus was not an accomplished 
politician: he made little effort to win over his new colleagues, even 
pretending to be ill on the day of the consular elections. Dio (78.14.3) claims 
that Adventus was appointed to the urban prefecture because Macrinus 
wished ‘to pollute the senate house’ ( L(,%&?<(M%.A%C21!71.N:?2(), and thus 

distract attention from his own equestrian origin. This is unlikely to have 
been the emperor’s intention; he was probably selected to ensure that 
Macrinus had a loyal adherent in control of Rome. But this does not alter the 
fact that many senators perceived the appointment as an insult to their order. 

Macrinus’ interference in the ballot for Africa and Asia was also 
constitutionally proper, since previous emperors had made appointments 
extra sortem.62 But the emperor’s uncompromising approach to these offices 
was poorly received, as it displayed scant regard for senatorial status and 
dignity. According to Dio (78.22.3), Macrinus ‘gravely insulted’ (;7:?O

PC:?07() Iulius Asper when he rescinded his proconsulship on a whim. The 

proconsulships of Asia and Africa were two of the highest honours to which 
senators could aspire, and there was a strong principle of seniority involved 
in balloting for these provinces.63 Macrinus also overturned this principle 
when he refused to appoint M. Aufidius Fronto to either Asia or Africa. 
These posts tended to be granted to senators approximately fifteen years after 
their consulships;64 Fronto had been suffect consul in 199, which made him 
suitably senior, and he had drawn Africa in the ballot according to the correct 
procedure (78.22.5). Macrinus offered him the proconsul’s salary in lieu of 
the post, but Fronto insisted that he wanted the governorship itself. 
Government posts played a central role in the shaping of senatorial status and 

 
61  PIR ! O 9. For his career, see B. Rankov, ‘M. Oclatinius’ Adventus in Britain’, Britannia 18 

(1987) 243-9. 
62  There are several career inscriptions which recorded proconsular appointments extra sortem : 

CIL 9.2485 = ILS 915 (P. Paquius Scaeva); CIL 11.1835 = ILS 969 (L. Martius Macer); AE 
(1925) 85 (M. Iulius Romulus). L. Egnatius Victor Lollianus is attested as proconsul of Asia 
for an extended term of three years (242/3-244/5) under Gordian III and Philip, an 
appointment that was clearly the result of an imperial decision. See M. Christol, T. Drew-
Bear and M. Ta"lıalan, ‘Lucius Egnatius Victor Lollianus, Proconsul d’Asie’, Anatolia 
Antiqua 11 (2003) 343-59; R. Haensch, ‘L. Egnatius Victor Lollianus: la rhétorique, la 
religion et le pouvoir’, in A. Vigourt et al. (eds), Pouvoir et religion dans le monde romain 
(Paris 2006) 289-302. 

63  R.J.A. Talbert, The Senate of Imperial Rome (Princeton 1984) 348-9. 
64  T.G. Parkin, Old Age in the Roman World: A Cultural and Social History (Baltimore 2003) 

116-7, who specifically notes the exceptional nature of the interval between consulship and 
proconsulship in the case of Aufidius Fronto. 
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identity, and even those who declined public office sometimes recorded the 
fact on their career inscriptions, for it was an honour just to be asked.65 Potter 
has argued that Macrinus responded the way he did because he had failed to 
comprehend that the prestige of the proconsulship outweighed any monetary 
compensation.66 Senatorial honour depended not on earning a salary, but on 
distinguished conduct in public office.67 But there is another perspective that 
needs to be considered here, namely that Macrinus did not care whether his 
actions would cause offense to Asper, Fronto or any other senators affected 
by his changes.68 He was certainly not an ingénue on the Roman political 
scene, having risen through the administrative ranks as a result of the 
patronage of Severus’ praetorian prefect, C. Fulvius Plautianus, and the 
illustrious senator L. Fabius Cilo (78.11.2-3). Moreover, as one of 
Caracalla’s prefects, he would have interacted with senators on a daily basis. 
It is inconceivable that he would have been totally ignorant of the prestige 
that these proconsulships carried. It is true that Macrinus did make some 
concessions to senatorial sensibilities, such as his refusal to count his 
consulship in 218 as his second based on a prior grant of ornamenta 
consularia  (78.13.1).69 But this was little more than a token gesture. In 
matters of real importance, such as provincial appointments, he was prepared 
to ignore the senate’s objections. 

The criticisms of Dio and his friends notwithstanding, it is evident that 
senators who were eager to advance their political careers did willingly serve 
in Macrinus’ government.70 When the emperor dismissed Oclatinius 
Adventus from the urban prefecture, he installed the prominent senator, L. 
Marius Maximus Perpetuus Aurelianus, in the post. Marius Maximus 
possessed the senatorial pedigree that Adventus lacked: one of Septimius 
Severus’ trusted generals, he had served as governor of Syria Coele and 
proconsul of both Asia and Africa.71 Although it would be inappropriate to 
call Marius Maximus one of Macrinus’ supporters, as we cannot be certain of 
their true relationship, his appointment as praefectus urbi secured his 
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standing as one of the leading senators in Rome. The office was evidently 
important to Maximus, since it is listed prominently on several honorific 
statue bases, two from his home in Rome and one from Ardea in Campania, a 
community of which he was patron.72 Other senators saw the accession of 
Macrinus as an opportunity to regain status or offices they had lost under 
Caracalla. For example, a certain Flaccus was appointed praefectus 
alimentorum by Macrinus in place of his rival Manilius, another high-ranking 
senator; Manilius had previously informed against Flaccus while serving as 
one of Caracalla’s delatores (78.22.1-2). In this context, it is important to 
note that Dio himself was selected by Macrinus to serve as curator of the 
cities of Smyrna and Pergamum, a position that may have been created as a 
response to the problems in Asia at this time.73 Such an office was not the 
most exalted on the cursus honorum, but its holder wielded significant power 
as the emperor’s official representative in these communities, and Dio 
obviously did not decline the honour.74 It might also have been dangerous to 
refuse. Whatever offence Macrinus caused by his selection of lowborn 
soldiers for senatorial governorships was ultimately irrelevant. Ambitious 
members of the curia  would continue to seek political office, regardless of 
who was on the throne, while other senators could be coerced into service. It 
is clear from his pragmatic approach to political appointments that the 
emperor knew this to be the case. 

Indeed, the ultimate cause of Macrinus’ downfall was not senatorial 
opposition, but rather his difficult relationship with the army, especially the 
soldiers stationed in Syria. Macrinus recognised the importance of securing 
the loyalty of the legions: in the days immediately following Caracalla’s 
murder, he sent letters to the detachments of the army stationed in 
Mesopotamia to secure their loyalty (78.11.5). His selection of trusted allies 
to serve as provincial governors in the eastern provinces shows him pursuing 
this same policy on a larger scale. But these efforts were undermined by the 
fact that he was never as popular as his predecessor with the soldiers 
(78.17.2-3; Herodian 4.13.7). In addition to cultivating his image as a 
commilito , Caracalla had raised army pay by fifty per cent.75  This was an 
enormously popular gesture, but one that resulted in an increase in 
government expenditure of some 280 million sesterces per year. Macrinus, by 
contrast, informed all new army recruits that they would not receive this pay 
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rise, but would be paid at the level instituted by Septimius Severus.76 This 
decision was taken as the result of severe fiscal pressure: Macrinus had to 
continue to pay Caracalla’s subventions to the northern barbarians (78.17.3) 
and also promised 200 million sesterces to the Persian king Artabanus as the 
price of peace (78.27.1-2). According to Dio (78.28.1-29.2), the soldiers 
resented the withdrawal of privileges they had been accorded by Caracalla, as 
well as Macrinus’ attempts to restore discipline to the army. But his proposal 
that these problems could have been solved if ‘they [the soldiers] had been 
made subject to governors from the senate’ (.2Q*% F+% ./*%C21!/*%R:H210?(%

S;2.7.,#&E(2?) is rather naïve. Dio believed that standards of military 

discipline had declined in the Severan period, a viewpoint that was at least 
partly the result of his own experience as governor of Pannonia Superior, 
where the legions had baulked at his stern leadership (80.4.1-2). But 
governors sent by the senate at Rome would not have altered the soldiers’ 
response to Macrinus, because they chafed against the diminution of pay and 
privileges, not their commanding officers. Instead, Dio’s reference to 
senatorial legates reads like a veiled attack on Macrinus’ interventionist 
approach to provincial commands and the adlection of his supporters to these 
prestigious posts.  

The resentment of the army continued to fester until May 218, when 
Elagabalus was paraded as the son of Caracalla before the legio III Gallica. 
The legionaries were promised money in return for their support, and 
accordingly rebelled against Macrinus’ regime (Herodian 5.3.10-11). As a 
way of responding to this challenge to his authority, Macrinus had his own 
son Diadumenianus acclaimed Augustus by the troops of the legio II 
Parthica. The name Antoninus was bestowed on the ten-year-old boy in 
memory of Caracalla, and the soldiers were promised twenty thousand 
sesterces as the reward for their loyalty (78.19.1-3, 34.2-3).77 Macrinus’ 
determination to reduce military pay and regulate expenditure had ironically 
been received positively by both the senate and people of Rome, and there 
was a corresponding outcry when he now changed his mind in the hope of 
appeasing the army (78.12.7-13.1, 18.4-19.2). But this mattered little to 
Macrinus: the future of his regime rested on soldiers in Syria, not aristocrats 
in Rome. The emperor’s policy of ignoring senatorial sensibilities was 
vindicated at this time when his strategic network of governors was put to the 
test. Elagabalus sent letters to the governors of the provinces to win them 
over to his cause, and Macrinus likewise despatched his own couriers to 
ensure that they remained loyal in the coming conflict (78.34.7). Two of the 
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emperor’s newly installed allies – Iulius Basilianus, prefect of Egypt, and 
Marius Secundus, legate of Syria Phoenice – executed the couriers sent to 
them by Elagabalus, affirming their loyalty to Macrinus (78.35.1).78 The fact 
that Elagabalus later removed many of Macrinus’ legates indicates that the 
latter’s governors remained faithful to his cause throughout this period 
(79.3.4-5). Ultimately, however, their loyalty could not compensate for the 
fact that Elagabalus was able to suborn the soldiers by offering them the 
prospect of a return to the days of Caracalla. 

CONCLUSION 

The business of governing the Roman empire, which ranged from answering 
the petitions of provincials to receiving embassies from foreign powers, 
usually continued regardless of who wore the purple. Fergus Millar has 
demonstrated that much of the emperor’s work was devoted to dealing with 
letters, requests and embassies rather than putting significant new policies 
into practice or initiating extensive changes.79 Prosopographical evidence has 
likewise shown that the majority of emperors preferred to retain their 
predecessor’s provincial governors on their accession. This paper has argued 
that the reign of Macrinus marked a break with this accepted practice: the 
emperor made an exceptional range of new appointments, encompassing 
several consular and praetorian provinces, the prefecture of Egypt, the 
proconsulships of Asia and Africa, and the urban prefecture, resulting in an 
overhaul of government personnel without parallel. Some of his changes 
were motivated by a desire to secure the provinces in the face of external 
threats, but – more importantly – they were also intended to remove those 
senators who were known to have been close supporters of his predecessor, 
Caracalla. Since Macrinus was the first emperor from the ordo equester , his 
regime was susceptible to challenge by senators in command of provincial 
armies who regarded themselves as more suitable candidates for the throne. 
Deviation from accepted institutional practices was most likely to occur when 
an emperor was acting in his own interests. Indeed, as Hopkins has observed, 
Millar presents the image of an ‘ideal’ Roman emperor, rather than an actual 
person with their own political agenda.80 Macrinus’ decidedly interventionist 
approach to provincial government is one example of an emperor breaking 
with tradition in order to secure his own position. 
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Roman historians paid significant attention to imperial appointees as a 
way of divining a ruler’s character: a wise emperor would always appoint 
men on their merits, while the selection of inferior governors tended to be 
ascribed to those rulers who are not treated well by the literary tradition.81 
The senatorial historian Cassius Dio catalogued Macrinus’ new appointments 
as a way of illustrating the emperor’s lack of respect for senatorial status. But 
the negative reception of these actions appears to have mattered little to 
Macrinus, who was more concerned with securing the military provinces in 
the eastern empire, as well as Egypt and its grain supply. This decision 
proved to be tactically sound: senators still continued to serve in Macrinus’ 
government because it enabled them to hold important offices that would 
enhance their status and prestige. His strategic network of provincial 
governors included several senators, notably M. Munatius Sulla Cerialis, 
legate of Cappadocia and a former ordinary consul, and Fabius Agrippinus 
and Pica Caesianus, governors of Syria Coele and Arabia respectively. When 
the emperor interfered in the ballot for the proconsulships of Asia and Africa, 
he was criticised by Dio and other members of the curia for failing to show 
proper respect to the senatorial order. But, despite this outrage, he was still 
able to find other ex-consuls who were willing to benefit from their 
colleagues’ misfortune and assume these posts. 

It is ironic that one of Macrinus’ few actions that garnered widespread 
senatorial approval, his decision to rescind Caracalla’s army pay rise for new 
troops, laid the foundations for his eventual downfall. Although his 
provincial governors remained loyal to the end, refusing to side with 
Elagabalus, the soldiers of the legio III Gallica  were successfully enticed by 
the promise of donatives. It was these discontented troops who defeated 
Macrinus’ own forces in June 218, a battle that resulted in the emperor’s 
flight to Asia Minor and eventual capture and execution. But the nature of his 
demise should not undermine the innovative nature of his network of 
provincial governors. Macrinus had pursued a bold, interventionist approach 
to government, but, in the end, like so many other emperors in the third 
century, his plans for the future were dismantled by military dissent and civil 
war.82 
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